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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF), is the

personiDcation of The Great Reset — the ultimate goal of which is to do away with the democratic

process and give all ownership and control to the deep state — and the technocratic elite who

control it.

In the video above, comedian JP Sears outlines the primary reasons why this makes Schwab easily

among the most dangerous people in the world — and arguably the most dangerous. One of The

Great Reset’s “new normal” dictums is that you’ll own nothing and be happy. This is part of WEF’s

2030 agenda,  and a plan is already in place to make it happen.

Schwab is also author of the book, “COVID-19: The Great Reset,” which was published July 9, 2020.

“Wonder how he got it written and published that fast?” Sears said. “It’s almost like he prewrote it

before he started the pandemic. I mean, before the pandemic started.”

Acute Crisis Boosts the Power of the State

WEF operates via fearmongering — about disease and environmental catastrophes, for starters.

When the population is controlled by fear, it welcomes authoritarian “protections” like increased

surveillance and digital identity systems, introduced under the guise of safety, but which ultimately

remove personal autonomy and freedom.

In fact, Schwab wrote, “One of the greatest lessons of the past Dve centuries in Europe and America

is this: Acute crisis contributes to boosting the power of the state. It’s always been the case, and

there is no reason why it should be different with the COVID-19 pandemic.”  Remember, nobody

elected Schwab to any government position, but he’s behind the scenes pulling strings nonetheless.

WEF portrays itself as a global organization committed to improving the state of the world, but

most would be taken aback if they knew who’s behind it. As Sears put it:

“You’ll be excited to hear that the lineup of World Economic Forum’s speakers at their

annual gathering of elites in Davos included such benevolent humanitarians like Xi Jinping,

the leader of the Chinese Communist Party, who’s currently committing genocide, and Tony

Fauci, who’s arguably involved in crimes against humanity, and Bill Gates, who’s arguably

involved in crimes against humanity, and Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who’s

arguably currently involved in crimes against humanity. What a great line up!”

Committed to Reengineering Life Itself

WEF’s goal isn’t to just control life on Earth but to fundamentally change it. Schwab’s top adviser,

transhumanist Dr. Yuval Noah Harari, openly admits data might enable human elites to do more

than “just build digital dictatorships.”

“By hacking organisms,” Harari said, “elites may gain the power to re-engineer the future of life

itself. Because once you can hack something, you can usually also engineer it.”  Soon, he says,

some corporations and governments will be able to “systematically hack all the people.” And if they

succeed in hacking life, he describes it as the “greatest revolution in biology since the beginning of

life 4 billion years ago.” According to Harari:

“For 4 billion years, nothing fundamental changed. Science is replacing evolution by natural

selection with evolution by intelligent design. Not the intelligent design of some god above

the clouds, but our intelligent design, and the intelligent design of our clouds — the IBM

cloud, the Microsoft cloud — these are the new driving forces of evolution.”

Once human life is hacked, the hackers will maintain control over life itself — a process that has

been accelerated by the pandemic. After all, Harari said, “It’s often said that you should never let a

good crisis go to waste.”

Surveillance is a key part of the plan for global totalitarian control, and Harari says that in 100

years, people will be able to look back and identify the COVID-19 pandemic as the moment when a

new regime in surveillance took over — “especially surveillance under the skin.”

WEF Is Actively Indoctrinating ‘Young Leaders’

WEF maintains a “Young Global Leaders” program,  a Dve-year indoctrination into their principles.

Its goal is to create world leaders who don’t answer to their people but to their bosses at WEF.

Graduates of the program include world leaders who are “suspiciously in lockstep” with WEF’s Great

Reset, such as:

Justin Trudeau, prime minister of Canada

Emmanuel Macron, president of France

Mark Zuckerberg, cofounder and CEO of Facebook

Sponsors of WEF’s Young Global Leaders Program include the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and

Google — “I wonder why Google censors and shapes information to be in exact support of the

World Economic Forum’s narrative?” Sears asks.  Meanwhile, WEF is predicting a worldwide

cyberattack, which Schwab says “could bring a complete halt to the power supply, transportation,

hospital services, our society as a whole.”

WEF then conducted a simulation of the cyberattack, which appears more like an elaborate

planning session, much like Event 201 — WEF’s pandemic preparedness simulation for a “novel

coronavirus” that took place in October 2019.

How Will People ‘Own Nothing and Be Happy’?

If WEF and Schwab are intent on moving ahead with their plan for global domination, they’ll need to

get people on board with the idea of giving up ownership to an elite class. But how? Bring in

BlackRock, an investment Drm that has $9 trillion under management — a higher GDP than every

country on Earth aside from the U.S. and China, Sears says.

BlackRock has more power than most governments on Earth, and it also controls the Federal

Reserve, Wall Street mega-banks like Goldman Sachs and the WEF’s Great Reset, according to F.

William Engdahl, a strategic risk consultant and lecturer who holds a degree in politics from

Princeton University.

So, what’s the connection with the World Economic Forum? Blackrock founder and CEO Larry Fink

is a WEF board member. Sears poses the question: “Is the World Economic Forum and Blackrock

colluding in corporatism, where an unelected corporate elite dictates top down to the population?”

To do this, they’d need to inDltrate the government — and they have. Brian Deese, the U.S. director

of National Economic Council, was formerly BlackRock’s global head of sustainable investing. “Now

he’s Biden’s main adviser for economic policy,” Sears says.  Vice President Kamala Harris’ chief

economic adviser Michael Pyle also came from BlackRock, where he was a global chief economic

strategist.

“It looks like corporatism but it’s probably not,” Sears says jokingly. “But if it was, it would actually

be a viable strategy for BlackRock and the World Economic Forum to own everything and for you to

own nothing.”

BlackRock is also buying up single family homes at an alarming rate, paying up to 50% above

asking price  so “average” people can’t buy them. Why is BlackRock interested in overpaying for

modest, single family homes? In a Twitter thread posted by user Culturalhusbandry, it’s noted:

“Black Rock, Vanguard, and State Street control 20 trillion dollars worth of assets.

Blackrock alone has a 10 billion a year surplus. That means with 5-20% down they can get

mortgages on 130-170k homes every year. Or they can outright buy 30k homes per year.

Just Blackrock.

… Now imagine every major institute doing this, because they are. It can be such a fast

sweeping action that 30yrs may be overshooting it. They may accomplish feudalism in 15

years.”

If the average American is pushed out of the housing market, and most of the available housing is

owned by investment groups and corporations, you become beholden to them as your landlord.

You’ll then own nothing, not even your home. All items and resources are to be used by the

collective, while actual ownership is restricted to an upper stratum of social class.

Schwab Wasn’t the Mastermind Behind WEF

If Schwab is the most dangerous person alive today, his predecessors deserve honorable mentions.

In an investigative report by journalist Johnny Vedmore, it’s revealed that Schwab wasn’t the

mastermind behind WEF and The Great Reset.

That honor goes to his three mentors — John K. Galbraith, a Canadian-American economist,

diplomat and public policy maker, Herman Kahn, who created concepts on nuclear deterrence that

became ojcial military policy, and Henry A. Kissinger, who recruited Schwab at a Harvard

international seminar, which was funded by the U.S. CIA.

“If you have a decent knowledge of Klaus Schwab’s history, you will know that he attended Harvard

in the 1960s where he would meet then-professor Henry A. Kissinger, a man with whom Schwab

would form a lifelong friendship,” Vedmore explained.

“My research indicates that the World Economic Forum is not a European creation. In

reality, it is instead an operation which emanates from the public policy grandees of the

Kennedy, Johnson and Nixonian eras of American politics; all of whom had ties to the

Council on Foreign Relations and the associated “Round Table” Movement, with a

supporting role played by the Central Intelligence Agency.

There were three extremely powerful and inauential men, Kissinger among them, who

would lead Klaus Schwab towards their ultimate goal of complete American Empire-aligned

global domination via the creation of social and economic policies.

In addition, two of the men were at the core of manufacturing the ever present threat of

global thermonuclear war … their paths would cross and coalesce during the 1960s … they

recruited Klaus Schwab through a CIA-funded program, and … they were the real driving

force behind the creation of the World Economic Forum.”

Your Free Will Is Under Attack

Environmental pollution, disease and cyberattacks are being used to generate fear in order to keep

the population compliant. Another part of The Great Reset is a reset of the economy, including jobs.

Many across the U.S. are facing unemployment if they do not choose to take a genetic therapy

experiment in the form of a COVID-19 shot.

It’s clear that the COVID-19 pandemic has created “a unique window of opportunity” to rapidly usher

in the Great Reset, which involves changing everything from future global relations and the

direction of national economies to “the priorities of societies, the nature of business models and

the management of a global commons.”

Part of the plan involves the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which Schwab has been discussing since

at least 2016  and “is characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between

the physical, digital, and biological spheres.”

In terms of government, the Revolution will bring new technological powers that allow for increased

population control via “pervasive surveillance systems and the ability to control digital

infrastructure.”  Meanwhile, while people are busy worrying about the orchestrated threats that are

out to get them, technocrats are working on how to remove the essence of what it means to be

human — namely, free will.

“Humans are now hackable animals,” Harari said. “Humans have this soul or spirit and they have

free will, and nobody knows what’s happening inside me, so whatever I choose, whether in the

election or whether in the supermarket, this is my free will — that’s over.”  It’s urgent that we all take

steps to remain free, sovereign individuals, which can be as straightforward as:

Be guided by your own critical thinking and what your heart and soul know is right

Choose bravery over obedience

“We are in the process of either The Great Reset or the Great Awakening,” Sears points out, “and the

choice isn’t Klaus Schwab’s. The choice is yours.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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If Klaus Schwab were the most dangerous man in the world, we would never be allowed to know about him.
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Exactly! It's the old game of 'look here not there'. Klaus Schwab and his family have made a lot of money out of fronting a

marketing company/business school which produces the collection of mediocre, narcissists, some of which/whom you'll get to

vote for. Furthermore, legend has it that psychopaths need to assuage their 'consciences' by revealing their game-plan before

executing it, apparently this makes them feel better about themselves. The 'logic' being; we told you what we were going to do

and you did nothing, so you agreed to a Neo Feudal system of enslavement. However, just to make sure you do, do nothing, who

better to reveal that master-plan than an old Gothick villain partial to Star Trek costumes, who nobody with any kind of capacity

to think could take seriously.
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good post Sue
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Absolutely, what is behind hiding in the shadows? Penn & Teller look at this, so you don't see that. What little we can see is

potentially devastating enough. Sue, we told you what we are going to do is practiced every day with credit cards, tech ap

agreements & more. No one, including lawyers can begin to grasp the maze of twisted legal double speak.
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World Economic Forum Was Created by US Policies
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Klaus Schwab, owner and chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF), is the most dangerous man in the world&

WEF’s ultimate goal is to do away with the democratic process and give all ownership and control to the deep state — and the technocratic elite who

control it

&

WEF relies on fearmongering; when the population is controlled by fear, it welcomes authoritarian “protections” like increased surveillance and digital

identity systems, introduced under the guise of safety, but which ultimately remove personal autonomy and freedom

&

WEF’s goal isn’t to just control life on Earth but to fundamentally change it by hacking into humans and removing free will&

WEF, in partnership with investment Drm BlackRock, has inDltrated the government and is colluding in corporatism, where an unelected corporate

elite dictates top down to the population

&

You can protect your sovereignty by relying on your own critical thinking and choosing bravery over obedience&
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You must be tired, David. ;) -- I'd say that there are a few contenders for that title and they do like to lurk in the shadows. The

being said...I believe that billy boy is high on the list. How many millions of people has he already destroyed the lives of, with his

"philanthropy"? Rather than trying to Dgure out who the 'mastermind' is; we all need to understand that what's coming will not be

stopped and it's coming at us at the speed of light. I still maintain that most people will "never see it coming"! "They" are "all in

this together".
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We or they/it have passed the point of caring what human’s know or Dnd out. They entered the stage of “What are they or better

yet, what can they do about it?” “HaHaHaHa” “We control the sheeple!”
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The truly most dangerous... would typically have an ego of a size that they were not known that ego would not be fed. If you

follow any of the Dgure out what path we are on threads, be it from: a science base, Dnancial base, government decision or

people/company dynamics you would end up asking why is so many things not previous connected now coordinated. You just

can't use the low IQ answer to it all being the internet. All those threads lead to the WEF for the head of the Narrative. Then you

listen to anyone saying very similar things from their own angle in the WEF and you can quickly Dgure out they really are in

power and they have a plan. If you don't think this is a conspiracy theory, just wait. Even the slowest will Dgure out more as the

control gets more blatant and harsh.
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Hi all, yes I agree with Stanley, a good post Sue to ridicule them. Indeed Schwab look like "an old Gothick villain partial to Star

Trek costumes," like you say, in those Startrek movies you have also the cyberborg, who attack populations, put electronics in

them, so they become cyberborg also that are controlled, just like Harari (WEF) wants. When the Borg attack they always say in

Startrek: "Resistance is futile, you will be assimilated." That is also the WEF message. Schwab could also play the evil Blofeld in

James Bond movies, petting a cat. Or in a WW2 movie he would play a convincing nazi with his accent.  * * *  To Darzoum: The

WEF and Schwab were hiding in secret for 30 years.

So why we know about them now? Because of Covid. Klaus Schwab and the WEF happily announced that the Covid pandemic

was the beginning of the “Great Reset” and the 4th Industrial Revolution, stating that the Covid crisis presented a perfect

“opportunity” for change.  You can read more about Schwab in today dr Mercola links, like

unlimitedhangout.com/2022/03/investigative-reports/dr-klaus-schwab-or-..   Schwab’s father, Eugen Schwab was involved in

making heavy water turbines for the secretive Nazi atomic bomb effort.

Sulzer AG is a company, where Schwab served as director, would go on to break international law by aiding the South African

apartheid regime in its illegal thermonuclear bomb program. Sulzer AG made turbocompressors for uranium enrichment. It was

reported that Schwab helped Pretoria to build 6 nuclear weapons. Also Israel was involved. Shimon Peres and Pik Botha had

talks to sell the apartheid regime missiles with nuclear warheads. Israel wanted S.A. uranium. In 1979 a mysterious "uash" was

seen in the South Atlantic (south of SA) an nuclear explosion test by Israel and SA.
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People should read about United Nations Agenda 2030 (started as agenda 21), which will be use by the WEF to create a New

World Order (NWO). In 1992 president Bush senior agreed to the UN agenda 21 sustainable development plan. At that time still

a soft law, but a year later Bill Clinton signed it into a hard law for the US to follow. Later it became agenda 2030, signed by Bush

jr. and Obama. www.unsustainable.us/un_script.pdf  * Bush's Patriot Act gives police warrantless surveillance and

arrest/seizure powers, The FISA bill enabled warrantless surveillance, and the Military Commissions Act allows citizens to be

stripped of their citizenship and deported.

Ask yourself why they build over a 1000 (thousand) FEMA camps all over the USA?  amg-news.com/.../1988  In 2019, we have

the Green New Deal breaking out in the public domain for the Drst time -- openly pushing the goals of both Agenda 21 and

Agenda 2030. Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 12852 to unleash Agenda 21 across all federal agencies. Agenda 2030, now

speciDes 17 major goals for the world to reach by the year 2030. The U.S. Constitution, American national sovereignty and

Constitutionally�guaranteed rights would be eliminated and replaced by a secular, NWO controlled by a Power Elite of

multinational corporations, international bankers and NGOs.

Agenda 21 started as David Rockefeller, Kissinger and deep state wanted to create a NWO under their control. So they came up

in 1968 with The Club of Rome, to use the fear for Climate change to reach their NWO goals. Also using the climate change

pretext, Kissinger, Kahn, Soros and Schwab founded the WEF in Davos. Being a Jewish version of Agenda 21, because all the

WEF top players are Jewish, like Kahn, Kissinger, Schwab, Fink (Black Rock), Bill Gates, George Soros, founders of Google and

Facebook, Harari, Victoria Nuland, Zelinsky and oligarchs in Ukraine, etc. Are they trying to hijack and control UN agenda 2030

for their own beneDts?
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Although I agree with your comment Darzoum, this video is a great way to get those individuals who are not awake more

engaged and hopefully their neurons Dring. Also, as my daughter often says, sociopaths have massive egos, so it wouldn't

surprise me that Klaus Schwab and his cronies would spoof and brag because they just can't help themselves.
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The one thing Klaus Schwab is not is INDESTRUCTIBLE, even surrounded by his armed security forces !!! Generally human

beings have a point of no return like the colonists when the England raised the tax on tea for example. What happened after the

Boston Tea Party directly led to the Revolutionary War. I for one am very surprised that Americans have not reached that point

by this time. I guess my tolerance for political corruption and treason is much much lower than most. In a population that is

barley 33% of liberal / progressive / communists, Americans need to get their spines back. It was not the tax on tea that caused

the colonists to take action. That was only the pretext to what was really bothering them about England. English authority did

not cross the Atlantic with them.
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The power behind the throne? Not Schwab alone but, according to Dr David Martin, the U.S. Government, which recruited

ANSER, PALANTIR, data management company PUBLICIS SAPIENT and branding agency and script writers FORS-MARSCH;

propaganda organised by defence company ATI based in S. Carolina, GOTHAM data tracking agency, Federal contractors and

ANSER being the main contractor for the COVID-19 campaign. The vaccine companies are just front men so no use suing them.

Bottom line: the FederalGovernment was responsible and recruited various Universities to do its dirty work with Schwab only

one of the 33 conspirators which Martin calls “The COVID Orchestra” implicated in crimes against humanity.

The cheque was signed by Dustin Moskovitz, owner of Sherlock Biosciences, and gene editing CRISPR technology - a joint

venture between the U.S. and China. Various countries, including the U.K., plus banking and insurance companies collaborated.

 Martin’s expose makes sense, especially as Kissinger appointed Schwab who spelled out the details in his 2018 booky wook,

hilariously reviewed on Amazon in 2020: “This is not a work to be tossed aside lightly - it should be thrown with great force....An

option if you run out of toilet paper....Real life Bond movie where psychopaths take over the world....Know your enemy - this is

the manual....

This man must be loads of fun to be around....Who voted for these psychopaths?....Puts Stalin and Adolf to shame...... Has the

merit of proving all my conspiracy theories correct - straight from the horse’s mouth.....Poundshop Bond villain reveals the

masterplan.....COVID-19 CertiDcate of Vaccination IdentiDcation....Pied Piper fairy tale....Do yourself a favour, pick up a copy of

Orwell’s 1984... Puerile vapourings of a demented psychopath...Schwab and cronies Merkel, Macron and Biden take you on a

marxist journey through the future....The word ‘fear’ is mentioned 31 times.”
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Ummmm, yeah, because Hitler didn't puke his plan up prior either. We don't know Satan's basic plan. And predictive planning

doesn't exist. Nicole Smith didn't know OJ would kill her. Seriously? If you mean that there are other unnamed bad guys, okay. I

get that. But lizard eyed Zuckerberg and Gates and Klaus and Harari are not here to play nice. As Our Man said early on in2020,

"Be brave. Resist Tyranny." We love you, Dr. Joseph Mercola!!!!!!!!
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Grey Pope, PEPE ORSINI, is the most powerful of the World – Part One – The Final Wakeup Call.info.news – English

Dnalwakeupcall.info/en/2018/04/25/who-is-the-most-powerful-of-the-wor..   American History, Sovereign, Civil War, Crown

Corporation, Khazarian MaDa & the Vatican (1of2) - April 8th, 2022. www.bitchute.com/.../IhFwxiMp2b7U
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent observation Darzoum. Which leads to the answer. ..... Rothschild, Rockefeller, Buffet, and the rest at the very TOP of

the pyramid never even squeak!
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup. It's all about deception. Even about the nature of fascism itself.  If we were misled about the nature of fascism—and

imagining it would come jackbooted and goose stepping into history again—how would we recognize it when it actually came?

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/what-is-a-cult-what-is-fascism?r=110wl5&..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually..." The most dangerous person in the world" lives inside the hive mind....and maybe your head! It's the naive believer/group

who can't trust his/their own judgement and walk in perpetual confusion and are utterly dependent on hearsay and the Drst strong

voice that comes along. It's the deeply ego-locked juvenile mind that accepts a popular narrative, inane rules and laws, and becomes

idiotically certain of a false reality...so much so that he inuicts peer pressure on other confused minds to bolster his illusion....Too

intellectually lazy to employ logic and critical thought, he/they seek to be led and never develop into sovereign adults....I never wanted

to grow-up either, but the disconnect between reality and common bullshit became too painful.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here, here!
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you hit the nail on the head. Totally agree !!!!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Chris Hedges has said, the parallels between today's situation and the Weimar Republic are striking, we stand at the edge of

the precipice. The hive mind can be seen in the torch light parades, and gatherings at the Zepelin Platz, in Nuremberg. All giving

the hitlergrusse in unison, with a deafening shout..... Ein Volk, Ein Vaterland, ein Führer!!!! Today the Zepelin Deld is on-line.  The

playbook for the current tactics were written in a horriDc, trashy, poorly written PLAYBOOK, written by a prisoner in conDnement

from the beer hall putch. The section on propaganda was perfected by a horriDc little man Herr.

Dr. Joseph Goebbels. We know the result. Or we SHOULD know the result. I have no idea what children are taught in school

today for history. They created inane rules and laws, they confused the mind, they created intentionally chaotic stories, and gave

the German people cheap radios (Volkspunkt - the internet of its day) to every household. The people were REQUIRED to listen

to the ravings, and the hate. It did not matter if it did not make sense, they hung on every hate Dlled, dividing word.

But there WERE people who thought it rubbish, they KNEW it was rubbish and did not participate. Some tried to speak out, like

the White Rose Society.. They were thrown into Dachau. Past MUST NOT become prologue, because in the words of Chief

Justice Robert. H. Jackson (Chief prosecutor, Nuremberg Tribunal 1945-1946) who said in part " ...The wrongs which we seek to

condemn and punish have been so calculated, so malignant, and so devastating, that civilization cannot tolerate their being

ignored, because it cannot survive their being repeated...."
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Education should include the 3 Rs which give you the tools for critical thinking. The WOKE agenda is mudding the water and

confusing children with notions that they should be able to Dgure out on their own. Parental support of their children is the

foundation for self-trust and conDdence. The WOKE playbook instructs children not to tell their parents what they are taught in

school. Get involved with the PTA!
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You’ve gotta see this short clip from a 1981 Barney Miller Show! It’s all about WEF and someone had tried to warn us back then!

https://youtu.be/8q3aa_Q0lus
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woah! I have often heard of the term, 'The good ol' boys club," I should have known it was real!
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bwkirk5
Joined On 11/23/2009 5:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for posting that link. There’s a line written by Paul Simon for a beautiful song called “The Boxer” released in 1969 - Dfty

two years ago.  “..... all lies and jest... still a man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest... “ And that is exactly why

these maniacs weren’t stopped at the very beginning. That episode stands as clear explanation as to why and as testimony to

the profound truth of Paul’s words.  Nothing short of a miracle can stop these demonic creatures now.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gotta love the laugh track. Expose the bare truth and facts so it is mocked and the viewers think the truth bearer is mentally

deranged. PROGRAMMING through tv PROGRAMS.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent example of how the mainstream media messes with the minds of the masses! They even had me fooled back then;

because I had never heard of those entities and it took almost three decades more before I actually "woke up"! I posted this:

------ "For decades, the legacy (bought and paid for) media has been showing the masses exactly what's been going on with the

various entities and agendas, while at the same time, making a joke out of it and convincing the masses that it's all nothing

more than a "conspiracy theory". They don't fool me for a second! Do any of you remember the movie "Conspiracy Theory", with

Mel Gibson and Julia Roberts? It's an excellent example. Mel's character goes through a long list of conspiracies, while sitting in

his taxi and not one of them is a "theory". They are conspiracy FACT!"
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I usually laugh while watching the Barney Miller show, but this one; wow! No laughing, just amazement. Very scary. Now I know

how my friends and family must see me. This Mr. Klein on the episode was saying some of the exact same things that I say to

people! "I have documents to prove it!" I Dnd myself saying that often (because I do have them), but it appears no one wants to

see them. They just nod their heads and stare at me. No blinking. My husband tells me it is because of my delivery; I get too

excited or angry. Well yes I am angry! Because the people around me about whom I care deeply and believed were intelligent

critical thinkers have all disappointed me! Thus, it causes me to feel very alone even in a room full of people. I, however, will

never waver.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astounding!
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goes to show TV is their prime tool. Look up talks by ‘Jason Christoff’ to learn the inner workings of mind control they use on

the TV shows and movies we watch.
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes......what we hear on that clip is spot on.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 10:43:51 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Shannon!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 11:32:18 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, the most dangerous person in the world is each person that blindly follows the narrative, fully complies and is too lazy to

employ critical thinking skills.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 7:49:50 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people should be aware by now, after 2 years of fear generation, that there is no crisis and, even though the fear news continues,

there was no need for crisis actions. There was no emergency. The only real problem we have is the potential emergency created by

the fake emergency.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 3:36:55 AM
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are starting their B.S. up again with china going full woke with lock downs again and their next "fake" variant that people

are not buying this time. 1776 coming worldwide damn soon.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 3:44:26 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci just announced the other day to expect another MAJOR outbreak around Oct/Nov. We all know these events are planned,

but you have idiots like Fauci who want to make you believe they are "predicting" the future. In other words, in order to rig the

Nov elections, they need another pandemic so they can do the massive/fraudulent ballot harvesting (cough/cough...I mean mail

in ballots/remote ballot boxes).
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the west of the UK where live I now see a disturbing number of people still wearing masks, appallingly often outdoors or in

their cars. Certainly my neighbours are pretty sceptical of the current shenanigans and BBC panic reports but I would guess

these guys have completely bought the narrative.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 9:36:48 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Past is prologue...i.e. The Reichstag Dre, and the "taking over" of the radio station, which led to the invasion of Poland, 1939.

Tactics employed today have been employed by every tyrant and tyrannical regime throughout history (modern and ancient).

Create immense lies, perpetrate "false uag" operations, instill fear and confusion in the masses, trigger the lizard brain Dght or

uight response..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 11:40:10 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 81, no jab, I am still healthy, no covid, uu or even colds, even though i am considered "HIGH RISK" with diabetes, heart

surgery. I am almost off all meds (only took 2 to begin with) due to organic, keto and C,D,K,Zinc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 2:29:18 PM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If masks worked - we wouldn't need vaccines. Masks don't work. If vaccines worked - we wouldn't need masks. Vaccines don't

work. If we could cure COVID, We wouldn't need masks nor vaccines. We can cure COVID.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 6:22:59 PM
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The next revolution for independence will be global.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 1:02:34 AM
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is why they/it stands ready with “neutron”, the massive crowd elimination from above, will kill only life, not destroy the

material nothing. Better learn gorilla tactic’s.
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nursestormoutlook.com
Joined On 7/1/2021 10:42:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think we can also expose those that are running for govment jobs that are part of the world economic forum....one such person is Dr.

OZ who is running for ojce in the state of Pennsylvania....you can google his ties with the WEF...please pass this on if you live in

Pennsylvania....do not let him get elected!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon Musk is being lauded as a white knight by many. Nope. He's a transhumanist with experiments featured on the WEF.
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TruthST8up
Joined On 12/26/2020 6:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to stand up and say NO or we will just be bulldozed over. Edmund Burke said, "All that is required for evil to triumph over

good is for good men to do nothing" —but I add, "If men do nothing in the face of evil, they are not really good".

sacredtruthministries.com/articles/%E2%80%9Cif-%E2%80%98good%E2%80%99-..
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There comes a point where the realization of knowing there is nothing an ‘individual’ can do. Why do you think 30,000 deployed,

stand ready in the SE to ‘swish’ away any individual’s. The nut jobs outnumber those with open mind’s. They justify their mental

decision’s by classifying it as opposing insurrection and defending the republic. I wonder what the average IQ is in those who

stand ready.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, just like the guards at Auschwitz saying i was just following orders. There is no excuse.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghDnn. Mr. Belushi: zero point zero.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 3:06:30 PM
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Solzhenitsyn
Joined On 3/4/2022 6:39:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the purpose of the jabs would have been to stop Covid 19 they would have been taken off the shelves a long time ago. The fact that

they are still vaccinating people under duress means those mandators know exactly what the jabs are about: 'to hack the population'.

No concern about collateral damage.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 5:20:09 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is absolutely true and terrifying.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 6:47:47 AM
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember the graphene … www.brighteon.com/0c9a3ae8-2fd2-43ef-b092-cdea9dbd21a6
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solzhenitsyn - Yes, in spite of Gates' public disappointment with Omicron for providing good all-round immunity 'Western' news

media still spreads hysteria about 'covid' and recommends numerous booster jabs presumably formulated (and useless) for

Delta.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to ask the question, if vaccines work, then why aren't they working? If masks work, then why aren't they working? If

lockdowns work, then why aren't they working? Nothing the WHO, the FDA, or the CDC has offered for mitigating the virus has

worked. To put it in perspective, the Amish in PA went own with their life. Yes, they all got infected and most of them agree that

they caught the bug in church. In their minds they believe it was the glass of wine they passed down each isle that spread the

disease. I can tell you with 99.9% conDdence that they did catch it in church, but the superspreader event wasn't the sharing of

the wine. It was the SINGING they do and REQUIRE everyone to participate in.

Singing produces the most amount of vapors. When you combine poor indoor air quality with 500+ people singing in close

proximity you get a corona-vapor cloud that is highly concentrated and NO MASK will protect you from. You would have to have

a hazmat suit! Even a high quality respirator won't prevent infection unless it covers your eyes. Long story short, the Amish

declared "herd immunity" by May 2021. If you look at their infection rates and daily new cases they actually hit herd immunity in

June 2020. None of them were hospitalized or vaccinated. So, it should be no surprise that almost NONE of the Amish died

from covid-19.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly why I have not gotten the jab. Once i ditch all tech, they cannot track me in the wilderness.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems in order to qualify to be one of the 1% one must stop their development stuck in the terrible two's. However, what would

anyone expect when so many of those most privileged with the material are brought up by nannies and such. Void of complete human

or healthy family interactions. To be taught those same staff are the little people, beneath you, only to exist to Dll your more is never

enough emptiness. The Silicon Tech is now feeding more than the digital dictatorships they have already been making. Their notion

science can replace the fundamentals of Creation with their bloated belief of their own superior intelligence is their fatal uaw. The

total sum of all of human intelligence from the very Drst human until today combined, cannot match Creations. Another fatal uaw is

their blind faith in the digital tech.

The "predicted Cyber Attack," & the preparation plans should inform us the extreme need to exist outside of complete digital control.

It's not just a deliberate hacking attack bringing everything down and pushing all back to the Stone Age, there a number of natural

disasters to Dll the bill available. To continue to feed the digital - feeds the beast. We already know what giving up ownership to an elite

class is all about, they were called Monarchy's, Empires, Dictatorships, and the States originally were built in deDance of those

impulses. Build structures locally outside the rigged systems to defuse to much Centralized Power. Some more WEF crap. Kim

Iversen: Musk blast WEF's ESG Social Score. Bill Gates tops the list. https://youtu.be/-Cw27U1524A
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve, those with a major nurture deDcit seem drawn to tech solutions for everything including the rest of us who they consider

to be 'probelmatical.' ;-)
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Giving up tech means less power to communicate, but if we keep tech, do we want to communicate with them. Maybe because i

am 81, what can they do to me? Take my life, torture me, how long would that last? I am not really brave just now they cannot do

anything to me that will last.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Socialism is Satan's religion.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They seem more like neo-lib Centrists.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN!!!
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The uip side of the prayer coin. “Heads or tails? Call it.”
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Guy_StHilaire
Joined On 8/28/2006 5:20:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab and his ilk believe they can play God and remake the human into a transhuman ,part machine and part human.I believe

that out Creator will have other plans for the likes of such miscreants.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see their Judgement handed out. He will Judge them in His time.
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blackrock is an investment fund. Massive yes but it does not manage the corporations it invests in. Yes it can sway markets and

corporate evaluations. Blackrock et al despite their presence are still subservient to those folks, bankers, who own the money creation

business where all money is created as INTEREST Bearing Debt all owed to themselves. So a Dnancial elite, real persons, and a

corporate entourage, run by real persons, form a symbiotic relationship that sponsor front groups like the WEF and many many others

to effect self beneDcial policies at the nation state level. It is because the people have abdicated their responsibilities as citizens to

oversee the political systems and those they elect to run these systems, allowing those people formulating law and national policies,

to become utterly corrupted by this Dnancial and corporate pyramid cap.

This allowing ALL societal institutions to become corrupted in service to this pyramid cap. A dumbed down public as George Carlin

pointed out is a prerequisite. As we well know, corrupted ojcials and the corrupted bodies they dwell within will only advance those

who are equally corruptible while axing those individuals who show traits of moral Dber. They run vetting processes that usually

eliminate the Dennis Kucinichs and Cynthia McKennys well before they can achieve any position that can shine a light on the systemic

corruption the pyramid cap relies upon to wreak the havoc of their psychopathic policies. a 1 minute clip from George Carlin

 https://youtu.be/evnBLaRjoyg
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Carlin was ahead of his time, should have listened to him.
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ReedGiroux
Joined On 5/6/2021 8:09:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only is Klaus Schwab the most dangerous man on Earth, he is the son of Satan himself! Anyone who is a WEF member, such as

Justin Turdeau, his deputy PM Chrystia Freeland, the hypocritical ans ass-licking sycophant Jagmeet Singh, the leader of the so-called

opposition New Democratic Party and so on, are all actually evil people who look quite ordinary. Evil as commonplace and ordinary

was what was witnessed at the Nuremburg Trials.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In less than a minute Dr. Robert Malone explains why the World Economic Forum must be exposed, and how to stop them.

twitter.com/.../1511384702795485190  * * * MUST SEE the shocking pictures when Australian Senator Malcolm Roberts exposes

nanotech found in the Covid ‘vaccines’ and says they are genocide. (only a 45 seconds clip) twitter.com/.../1511820287872061445
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Combine electro magnetic frequencies with graphene and the targeted elimination is all too easy. The day of the hit man is over.

The day of the button has emerged.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Schwab is 83, enough said.
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dia1910
Joined On 12/31/2020 8:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It wouldn't matter if he died today. I'm sure there are a host of replacements lined up and ready to take the helm.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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But he has trained others to take his place, Gates, Musk, etc.
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mom-in-law lived to 98, let us pray. That is 16 more years of hell. Maybe he hates himself so badly, he wants no one else to

live beyond his time. Whats he got money? He does not know life and all it has to give.
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And , What if the people of he world rise up Dnd , drag out all of the elites put them on a small island where they can Great Reset them

selfs and kill each other over a Dsh for survival.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not think any of them would have the Drst idea of how to catch a Dsh. Oh, but I would pay to watch that!
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CP2020
Joined On 10/5/2021 7:36:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I say it’s time to put them on defense, instead of us. We need to go on offense and put them in their place. I couple of high

proDle executions are in order. Force them underground. When their children and grandchildren start asking why they are in a

tunnel, let them explain that away. Soon they will have their own revolt to occupy them. This is how it will need to be. Let them

eat their own.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There will always be someone to take their place, someone wanting power, wealth. we just have to be alert, stop them before

they gain the power.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It`s easy to see,the evil attack on human life.And those who have no connection to the creator,are afraid for themselves, and will follow

the culture of dismiss,do what ever told...But the people connected to GOD with grace and the holy ghost,can live with truth,beauty and

goodness.With no fear of bad intentions pushed on mankind.Can tell[ them] the second you die, you`ll be pennyless and going to

eternal damnation.
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember when Bill Gates moved Microsoft products to a subscription based model, instead of a buyer OWNING the product that

they paid for. This was probably 20 years ago. It's been going on for awhile and was Drst adopted by the corporations, then individual

users. It's all done in baby steps and now here we are today with the WEF. So insidious.
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suncowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Join Make Americans Free Again!! Pam Popper had started this group and it has started a Dre in Ohio. makeamericansfreeagain.com

Subscribe to her newsletters and videos for very good information and to start a group. Her other web site is:

wellnessforumhealth.com
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suncowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We don't need Schwab or the other elites to bring mankind down.  Mankind has been going down the primrose path for ages,

supposedly making advances with all of our modern technology; when in reality it seems that we've been slowly destroying our home

due to a lot of these modern inventions.  Now do i want to go back to having to use an outhouse or not have running water? No, not i.

At times i wonder how our ancestors went about their daily routine without modern conveniences.  Thank goodness they were hardy

and persevered against the odds or else we wouldn't be here at all.  i've said this before here; the wireless industry is one of the

destroyers.Another one is whoever is behind GeoEngineering, manipulating the weather with their "wonderful" chem trails.Global

warming my foot!!It's the elites, and most likely the world governments, are behind all of this.Check out Dane Wigington's web site:

www.geoengineeringwatch.org
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Nclark1
Joined On 1/18/2018 1:16:21 PM
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sunuowerjanis, I've been trying to open the eyes of people around me to the reality of chemtrails for the last two decades, with

no success. My own husband refused to acknowledge what was happening in our skies, even after webs of the chemical goo

they were spraying drifted down into our front yard! He's gone now, a victim of Alzheimer's, which very well could have been

caused by the chemtrails.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nclark1, chemtrails contain heavy metals such as aluminum. Aluminum has been proven to cause cancers (good old Arid with

aluminum chlorhydrate) and Alzheimers.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we have been undoing ourselves since Adam and Eve. Greed, envy, love of power all lead us down the crooked way. I grew

up on my grandparents small farm, we had outhouse, hauled water from the creek, heated the tub to wash clothes. Yes it was

hard but that is what made us survivers, not the easy life. You took the time to cook from scratch, sew, crochet. Made rugs from

strips of old clothes. If you were cold, make a quilt. Sears catalog pages crumpled up are fairly soft. In those days, creek water

was clean and berries fresh picked made the best cobbler ever. Home made bread, butter and jam, nothing better! Now we want

prepared food, frozen mashed potatoes, eggs boiled and peeled to give us time to have fun, go places. etc.We are to self

centered today, ned to reclaim compassion, common sense. Yes, i do love running water and uushing toilets, but that running

water is contaminated, no longer pure.
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Americans currently need a lot more insights on Communist GOALS and TACTICS. I suggest promotion of the book "The Naked

Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen. It is well written, very pertinent, easily understood, and somewhat strangely, makes courses in

history, government, economics, and religion far more interesting and personally relevant. (I am a retired engineer. In school I was not

very interested in those topics).  One of the 45 goals of Communism is to ban private property and replace it with a central control

scheme: #32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture—education, social agencies,

welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc.

Over the past 60 years the Communists. have succeeded in achieving 44 of the 45 goals. One more to go and someone can turn the

key and activate “The Apparatus”.  Insights gained from this book explain ALL the weird stuff we are seeing today: 1. The presence of

fear, confusion, anxiety, urgency, repetition. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation. 3. The use of ridicule and unfounded

accusations of disinformation, “conspiracy theories”, etc.

4. The widespread use of censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information. 5. The use of bribes, coercion, mandates,

and threats of violence. 6. The government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc. 7. Attempts to

break up a sense of community. Communism has certain weak points and can be defeated without resorting to war. But an informed

and vigilant public is required. Please be sure to read the book!
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they can Dnd Bin Laden, they can surely Dnd Klaus Schwab.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look in the bunker. I would gladly give him a Walther PPK and a cyanide ampule. Then they drag his corpse out into a shallow

pit, pour gasoline on it and all his buddies give him the hitlergrusse.  I Dgure he would want to go like his father/mentor. This is

evil, pure and simple - the devil incarnate.
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Except they don't need to look for him. They are in cahoots with him.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Ace. Bin Laden is also a business partner of the Bushes.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's happening in society can only be likened to the bystander effect. Because there are so many 'unawake' bystanders it is highly

probable that they won't do anything in this emergency due to the ongoing propaganda and fear being pedalled.
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nwblacksmith
Joined On 12/30/2021 10:33:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had this thought for some time. Bill Gates is not that smart. He has a killer business instinct, in the top 1% when it come to being

competitive. He also had the good fortune of a wealthy birth. My guess is that he read Asimov's Foundation series as a kid and he

pictured himself as another Hari Seldon - out to save the known universe. Only problem is that he is not that smart - he does not know

that prior attempts at top-down management have always failed: "Well, they may have failed but we are smarter than that - we will not

fail" As We The People get to suffer the consequences...
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He claims to want a greener planet. I believe that actually, since that motivates him to kill/sterilize people and buy up land. But

his plans for a better environment are stupid. His paper masks are pollutants, his GMO plants are bad for ecology, just like his

desire to destroy nearly all animals--domestic and wild. He wants to cause an artiDcial nuclear winter. Billy thinks carbon is bad

and wants to eliminate it from earth. No carbon dioxide=greener planet. Environmentalism according to Bill Gates.
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iridiumrushgmail.com
Joined On 11/13/2021 10:39:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks again Dr Mercola for bringing this into the limelight. If we don't all work diligently to keep our minds and bodies healthy and

free, and use our critical thinking skills, all.will be lost.
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought this was about vitamin D deDciency? Did Alex Jones write this article?
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What if we were misled about the nature of fascism—and imagining it would come jackbooted and goose stepping into history

again—how would we recognize it when it actually came?

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/what-is-a-cult-what-is-fascism?r=110wl5&..
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My name isn't Joe but if it were my last name would be Average, so it's hard for me to get my head around a Reset of One World

Government. Not that it can't happen but I'm back at how to get governments like Russia, China and other authoritarian nations to

agree to give up their power to one world order, and for that union not to break apart from day one? It's kind of like herding cats. Should

the great reset be true then who amongst the rest is our John Galt?
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you look at the WEF seminars and even YouTube videos of parts of their forums, they are actually saying that they are identifying

new trends on the cutting edge of human endeavor / everything and 'we' will have it imposed on us rather we like it or not because

human tinkering and political power is unstoppably headed our way. Of coarse the members feign some innocence that their members

are driving the agenda in lots of critical sectors . its more like society and the WEF must respond to these new high tech advances and

the WEF is prepping you, the public, to psychologically prepare.  Stopping high terch is not part of their equation, and maybe they are

right -- to some extent that 'private enterprise' will keep the tech ball rolling no matter what govs and politics do.

They just want Drst pick.  It seems that just about ALL of our new innovation and science breakthroughs are going straight to the

military Drst of all and us subjects when its handy.  All part of the want to rule the world type game still being played for 5000 yrs.   The

great social Reset is happening with an environmental reset in tandem.  But the enviro reset is being shoved aside atm while war and

pestilence take centre stage.  Of coarse, mother nature is bound to keep biting us hard.   What do we do?  Glad you asked.  Do what

you can . Its a mineDeld.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right now I believe Joe Biden is one of the most dangerous because he is bringing us to WW III, like it or not. Senility will not improve

that situation either but rather make it even worse.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is such a long list of people out to destroy us. Another elite to add to the list with Gates and his pals.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a Rockwell article today about Dr. Robert Malone defending himself against the MSM fake news.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/no_author/regarding-the-recent-nyt-article..
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par3360
Joined On 5/20/2021 2:28:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting explanation of "you’ll own nothing and be happy", which I have always understood to be a self-censored repetition of an

insider joke that originally said: "You’ll own nothing and be happy, because we'll have sent you to heaven by then.".
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

David Rockefeller said decades ago something like, "we have everything in place and there's nothing you can do about it." There

are so many of them out to get us. I don't understand their mindset - we do no harm to them, it's just about control.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maintaining your humanity is at the core of this battle.
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arjatim
Joined On 8/22/2006 10:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Drst "met" this man years ago and my reaction was, "what rock has he been hiding under?"...... where did he get the "right" to form and

chair the "World Economic Forum, whatever the eff that is? Surely people are not listening and taking seriously as he rants about "Ziss"

and Zat" and how he is going to bring in a "New World Order" Thank God for Mercola's column and the wonderful Sears takeoff!!!
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are truly living in a real life sci-go movie. That video is very disturbing yet not surprising (to me) hearing Schwab’s top guy mention

that people will look back and recognize the pandemic as basically the takeover time. Also he mentions “under the skin”. Hmmm could

he be referring to the jabs they’re trying to force on everyone?!?
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The saddest part is that a great number of the masses will be complicit in this reset. Just as some now call for the imprisonment or

death of "non-vaxxers," humanity will turn on those that refuse.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are some rabid anti-vaxxers and vaxxers out there. I will not vaxx BUT I do not attempt to change your choice unless YOU

are a friend and then lightly.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If power let's this happen by doing nothing, would he become a target? 

🧐

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 12:16:11 PM

# Like  $ Dislike

 

dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I doubt it will be that simple. Come "point break", a lot more people than 'yall realize may think otherwise about their BS paper

agenda. Tum-tum-de-dum.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 11:39:16 AM

# Like  $ Dislike

 

020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here it is, the complete story of what is happening. davidicke.com/2022/04/08/world-events-are-not-pre-planned-watch-this-d..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 11:20:15 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202, thanks for the link. A full explanation from David Icke as to how and why we have gotten to where we are today and the

plan for the future. According to David Icke it has been orchestrated by the Rockefeller's with their creation in 1948 of the World

Health Organization (WHO) and currently with Bill Gates in charge of the WHO.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 1:58:06 AM

# Like  $ Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To paraphrase David Icke: Covid is a stage in the transformation of human society, but only a stage. We are dealing with an evil

that the non-evil world struggles to comprehend. But we must comprehend it and we must deal with it. We must not fall for the

idea that with a few restrictions rolled back the battle is over. There are reasons for what they do. It is psychological control of

the mind which means control of the behavior which means control of you. We are going to have challenges coming at us like

machine gun Dre. They want to break our spirit and we must not let them. Look around, it is happening.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 2:34:11 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab and the NWO is not going to happen. All nations are sovereign. This 49 second clip says why the one world government

ideology is wrong. Sergey Lavrov, Russian Foreign Minister.

video.twimg.com/amplify_video/1509503677102440459/vid/480x270/5rhG3DbP..  English sub-titles so use pause to keep up on what

is being said. There are several reasons, this is only one, that IMHO the NWO is not going to happen. Watch the David Icke link above

@020202 for more information as to what is going on and how to stop it.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One other comment: People thought Mein Kampf was utter rubbish. It was however a playbook....although it was/is also utter

hateDlled rubbish.   Little Klausy the ex Hitlerjugen needs to meet his mentors fate. My dad and his B-17 crew dropped 500 pound

sticks of "love" on people like Klausy. Like my father, YOUR fathers, grandfathers, great grandfathers, risked and gave their lives to stop

maniacs like Adolf and little Klausy.  Klausy is just trying to continue his mentors 1000 year reich. The German people lost the krieg,

The d*mn *** just set up camp here courtesy of the OSS which became the CIA. .....Paperclip.....our deal with the devil, and now the

devil has come for his pay. And there is substantial evidence that Bormann got out of Berlin and took substantial looted gold to

Argentina.  Where did the money come from for this "WEF"? Follow the money. Shove it where the sun don't shine Klausy! GTH and join

your buddy Adolf.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For even more shock, watch this seven minute video about Blackrock and their computer ’Alladin’. Blackrock should be renamed

Blackhole! www.youtube.com/watch

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 10:26:41 AM
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mickez
Joined On 8/19/2021 10:11:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point with all the food corruption And engineered food shortage claims   The Moto could be      “ You Eat Nothing And Be Happy

🙃

”

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 10:18:11 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Know who else had the same plan? Hitler! This guy IS a nazi He belongs in HELL with his mentor Adolf!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 10:13:35 AM
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently, my coworker's husband was traveling down Rivers Avenue, in Charleston, SC. SpeciDcally, North Charleston, next to him,

traveling on the road was a UN TRUCK. What is a UN Truck doing here? He sent us a picture he took from his cellphone camera. My

stomach turned upside down. I called Governor McMasters ojce and spoke with a woman there. I heard shock in her voice. I told her I

wanted an answer, she said she would speak with the Governor. To date, several weeks later, I have not gotten a response. What is

going on?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have been under UN rule for decades. The "only blue" lights on enforcement vehicles screams it. No more red lights on

those vehicles in your state are there? Everything has a meaning and a purpose. Many other states still have red with blue but

not many in the South.
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CeceliaAnn
Joined On 8/30/2010 1:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the article and the great comments too. Knowledge is powerful. I listen to all sides and keep my eyes wide open.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Western societies, the people in power or those who fancied themselves as powerful used to have the good grace to at least

pretend that they were working on our - the citizens' - behalf. It was called "public service" for a reason - they work for us, not the other

way around. That's no longer true, not even in the kabuki theater make-believe world of politics.  People like this no longer say things

thinking that you're too stupid to Dgure them out. It's far worse; they no longer care what you think. Maybe they never really did, but

they no longer bother with even the pretense of considering you (us). Why? FYTW. Those four letters answer everything about what

you think you are entitled to know. If you wonder what that means, the last three words are "..you, that's why." This should make the

Drst word crystal clear.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I see are conspiracy facts. atually, as I recall, it was the CIA itself that "weaponized" the phrase conspiracy theory. These people

only fear two things that I can observe. The "madness of the crowd", the overall population, and the lone wolf. The population can

mount a revolution, think Bastille Day. The lone wolf can strike from anywhere, anytime, undetected. They have been working

feverishly to remove these fears on both accounts. Using fear to control the masses was addressed above. They have many more

weapons at their disposal. As for the lone wolf, they seem to be concentrating on detection. This is what the idea of "pre-crime" is all

about.

They want to be able to only suspect and/or predict that you might behave that way to eliminate you from the population. Long term I

believe their aims are even more nefarious. Hear me out on thsi. They are attempting to recreate a "garden of Eden." for themselves

and the chosen few. They rest of us are to be eliminated for one reason or another, which is why we were not chosen to be allowed to

exist in their "utopia". From what i was reading about in genetics last night, we are very very close to theoretically being able to

eliminate all disease, and they even are working on the idea that aging is a treatable disease. Who wants to live forever? If the

population is "living forever" there is no die off.

Which will lead to over-population, which they view as "insustainable". More over, they see the rest of us as a "disease" needing to be

eliminated as well. 500 million is the limit they have set for the planet. With a bot army for labor, the rest of us are of no use, literal

useless eaters. How do you know if you are a useless eater? Are you one of these elites? No? Then you are a useless eater too! The

most insane aspect of it all is that it is known that mental disorders occur at the highest rate among the "most educated", ie. these

elites, that occupy our educational and governmental institutions.
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I suspect a lot of people in on this who think they are part of the Club will be sadly disappointed.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An excellent book I recommend by Jessica Whyte "The Morals of the Market - Human Rights and the Rise of Neo-liberalism", gives an

outline of how the globalist agenda took hold from 1948, the genesis of the plan
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“For 4 billion years, nothing fundamental changed. Science is replacing evolution by natural selection with evolution by intelligent

design. Not the intelligent design of some god above the clouds, but our intelligent design, and the intelligent design of our clouds —

the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud — these are the new driving forces of evolution.” -------- I've mentioned many times, that these

insane Luciferians are "Playing God". If you still don't understand this; you never will! These statements should concern you greatly -

and scare you! A common cold virus...not so much. The Doomsday Clock is just about to strike midnight.
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You just can't Dx stupid. Most likely why these psychopaths look at the sheeple and say these people need our control. They

deserve what they will get. They are too stupid to "improve" the world on their own so we will do it for them.
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Hi, Brian. One of my favourite sayings: "Smart" devices = Stupid people! You know...the ones who can't wait to get their shiny

new "smart" phone and immediately begin taking "selDes" and plastering photos of themselves all over Fakebook?
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Randy, the negatives for even owning a cell phone are endless. One of the saddest things is you can no longer slam the receiver

down in anger towards the person you are hanging up on. Gently swiping an icon just doesn't have the same effect.
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Brian; I've told people for a long time that knowing human behaviour as I do; I would bet that there are many brainless

Lemmings who even sleep with their cellphone. Well; this morning, I thought I'd do a quick search. I found a page full! Here's a

couple (I didn't even read them. --- www.cbsnews.com/pictures/cell-phones-cancer-8-dumb-ways-to-boost-possi..  In the

second one; just stay away from the "covid" section! I glanced at it and the only obvious 'truth' that I could see, was the fact that

there are some 200 mRNA GENE EDITING shots in the works...isn't that wonderful! It's comforting to know that they care so

much for our health. The thing is; with that many shots, they're going to need many more "variants" to "protect" us from. I don't

expect that will be a problem for them. -- www.verywellhealth.com/reasons-why-you-should-not-sleep-with-your-cell..
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Randy, you just have to read the one about switching sides. They actually recommend alternating ears to equally fry each side of

your brain! Can't make this stuff up.
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Brian; this society went over the cliff, a long time ago! At this point...thinking is optional!
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Hahahaha, love it, about slamming the phone.
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It's so interesting Kissinger recruited Schwab from at a Harvard international seminar, and that it was funded by the U.S. CIA. hmmm  I
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have an old black and white photo of my dad with Kissinger, I remember things he said about him. I feel like I need to go and re-watch

a couple movies of his, especially Brother's Keeper. The swamp seems to be getting more shallow - you'd think it was deep, but really,

like with any good 'who dun it?' .... you kinda knew the answer all along. The question is, what are we going to do about it?
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Ah, good old Henry the "beloved peace maker". Propaganda and image building at its Dnest.
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Kissinger is a despicable man.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despicable, yes. Real man, no.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 8:07:15 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can’t believe he’s still living. Seems like he’s about 120 years old. Maybe he’s the devil himself

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 10:03:33 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian - YUP! David - YES! Tallulah - Couldn't AGREE more!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi lovetosing... here's a video that I think you would love to see:

davidicke.com/2022/04/08/world-events-are-not-pre-planned-watch-this-d..
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do keep my cells on the desk. I only carry it when I am going out. One cell is off a lot. It has a US phone number. The other has

a Mexican 322 cell number, I got it Drst.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/8/2022 8:56:50 PM
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

klown schwab's days are numbered, along with soros, gates, clintons, obozos, PIGlosi, schumer, shitff, and many more. Time has come

that these terrorists be arrested for crimes against humanity and executed. Either "they" do it, or the world will take matters into their

own hands.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Private property rights are America's foundation. PaciDc Legal Foundation works to support those whose rights are under attack from

bureaucrats.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody truly owns property. Your land and house have a feudal title (king's) NOT an allodial title (free). Your car has a

CERTIFICATE of title which is not the actual title. We already own nothing but are less miserable than we will be if their plans

continue to succeed.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With high real estate property taxes, you don't own the property, you rent it from the government.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about eminent domain? The govt may seize a person's property for what they can claim as public use. Yes, they must

compensate that person; however, it may still be done without the property owner's consent.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even paid in full "free and clear" property is not owned by the "title" holder.
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DaveWave
Joined On 4/8/2022 2:32:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought ‘you will own nothing and be happy’ would be achieved through neuromodulation. I wouldn’t take the jab because of my

Dndings in this Deld (among other red uags like genetic manipulation). I believed nano graphene oxide was only in the vax, but I have

since found that no one is exempt. We now all have nano graphene oxide in us. It’s how it will be, or already is, controlled that matters.

The choice to be involved in the Great Reset isn’t an individual’s to make. I was hoping Dr Mercola would have addressed this in this

post.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People will ‘Own Nothing and Be Happy’. I am already very unhappy about the WEF and their agenda.  I often wonder what is wrong

with some (many?) people who believe someone or some bureaucracy, that does not even know them, can make better life decisions

than they can. This is an example of immaturity. I will not be happy being managed like a herd animal led to slaughter.  Even worse

than this overt description of what Schwab has in mind for adults is the increasingly abhorrent curriculum being implemented against

many school children.  The most valuable thing we may lose is the younger generation. Our history, traditions, values and culture must

be transmitted to them.

Parents must be more vigilant than ever. If home schooling is not an option, parents need to review study materials and keep informed

of what goes on in classrooms. (Also, keep an open mind. As one teacher promised not to believe everything children said about what

goes on in the home if parents do not believe everything that goes on in the classroom.) Parents need to recognize what merits their

attention and what does not. When there are serious issues, parents need to show up at school board meetings and also work

elections to replace school board members.   Parents need to supplement their child's education. This can be done with books, videos,

trips to historical museums, etc.

Have discussions about values, too.  One idea that may or may not be burdensome to children is practiced by many ethnic refugee

communities. They have a half day of what they call "Saturday school". The language, culture and history of the land their parents

came from is taught. I support this because knowing 2 things is always better than knowing one thing. It does not necessarily make

anyone less an American. Many children enjoy being with their friends and having special activities such as learning to play a

traditional musical instrument, dance, etc.  It takes family commitment, though
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Bigcetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quick answer to Dr Ms opening question. The next step is the threat of an alien invasion, or possibly an alien virus. This was always on

the agenda back when Stan Deyo wrote his " Cosmic Conspiracy". This is why Reagan and daddy Bush made those comments when

they did, and why a master of deception who has had control of the ufo Dle )(Allesandro) for many years, is now telling everyone he

has become a whistle blower and the CIA is opening up regarding those Dles. Another supplementary false uag scenario being climate

change..."The aliens will help, if we do what we are told". Yes, there ARE advanced races, but they cannot interfere, just like naturalists

like Attenborough are only allowed to look..parallel reality example.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity has been primed to believe this deception, but those of us who know what the Bible says and believe it, won’t be

deceived by alien invasions. Why? Simple. Because outer space doesn’t exist, the earth isn’t a globe, those so-called Aliens have

always been with us. They aren’t from outer space as it doesn’t exist, they are fallen angels and demons deceiving everyone.

The very Drst chapter of the Bible destroys their entire heliocentric model. I’ll stop there. I could go on for hours.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No such thing as space. The Drmament protects us from the waters above. Hence the mocking term astronaut. NAUTical

pertaining to water. Your "aliens" are from below. "Underground" is a much more powerful term than people realize.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is evil, and to be sure, God will not be mocked. WE are living in those days.
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab is a real-life Ernst Stavro Blofeld. His Young Global Leaders* are the equivalent of the girls in 'On Her Majesty's Secret

Service'. (His side-kick, Professor Harari, is a real piece of work - although he is a curious mixture of insanity and occasional common

sense). Putin knows Klaus Schwab.  As soon as I heard about the Ukraine/Russia Dasco, my Drst thought was 'oh bloody hell; here we

go again'. A manufactured crisis aimed at deuecting attention (temporarily) away from the continuing WEF agenda of trying to roll out

Vaccine Passports etc., in order to install China's horrible 24-hour surveillance/credit score system around the world.

Being cynical, I also think that, because of so much 'vaccine' hesitancy (people just aren't dying fast enough), there's nothing like a

juicy 'war' to get rid of the surplus population that is part of the disgusting culling plan - devised currently by WEF et al - although

probably belonging to a far more ancient and truly diabolical agenda.  However, the poor people in Ukraine are human beings like the

rest of us (excepting, of course, those 'humans' world-wide who might not really be human in the Drst place; a topic for another time).

Can you imagine if we, over here in the States, had to endure what they're going through?  Sad to say, the USA Government is also up to

its neck in Machiavellian chicanery and shouldn't be let off the hook either.

Even though I'm not a practising Christian (my Theology degree saw to that), when I look around at what is going on around the world, I

am inclined to think that we are living in the days of the Book of Revelation - and, I'm not happy (British understatement). * Newsom is

one. Democrats in California are currently trying to sneak in a whole swathe of COVID-19 Bills aimed at restricting people's lives even

more - a la Trudeau;  however, there are lot of 'watch-dogs' out there keeping tabs on them and rallying opposing voices.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you imagine if people in the US had to endure what the Ukrainian people are going through??? Hell, they can't even handle a

toilet paper shortage.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that the present time does seem to be akin to the Book of Revelation. My feeling on what's currently taking place,

although, I may be wrong, is that these 'demonic entities' have upped the anti out of fear, due to what was discovered linked to

Project Looking Glass. I do believe that we are in a spiritual battle and that an awakening is taking place, which will deDnitely

lead to a more enlightened world. It is always darkest before the dawn. The evil characters behind it all have had their day and

they are in their death throws. They will be held accountable and that day cannot come quickly enough.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ingab, yeah I looked at some of those bills CA is trying to pass. Scary $H!T. What happens in CA eventually works its way across

the USA and that's exactly the words out of Newsom's mouth when these bills were proposed. I don't know how much more US

citizens are going to tolerate of this non-stop tyranny from the Left! It's a never ending shelling. I feel sorry for the innocent

women and children in the Ukraine being bombed to oblivion, but we have our own bombs being dropped on us here in the USA.

We have both gasoline, food, and utilities that have doubled in price since Biden took ojce! They claim only a 7% inuation rate,

but that rate is calculated month over month, but everyone notices they are paying twice as much and that's not an

exaggeration! If you do the math a 7% monthly inuation rate will double the price of what you are buying in 12 months.

If a cut of meat cost you $10 twelve months ago and you increased the price every month by 7%, in 12 months you will pay

$21.05. That's where we are right now. The root cause of the problem is the Biden Administration continuing to print money. The

value of what you are buying doesn't change. So the more money everyone has the higher everything is going to cost. It's a hard

concept for most people to understand. If everyone was given a 100% increase in wages today, tomorrow everything you buy

will also cost 100% more.
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

quote-"Gates has been recorded saying that the population has to be reduced. So that is not a conspiracy theory. IT IS FACT!" How is

that even relevant ? i believe Polio was cured by a vaccine and many other ailments correct ? the means/changes to mrna can be

argued but to some degree , technology and science are advancing and one can argue that in 20 years , the praises will be heaped

upon it... maybe not also but once can argue for staying with the same TV set from the 50s the same apliances , same car ...

technology improved as for these things and most didn't blink an eye...As for gates , his views are looking at options to solve , as some

comments always say that we have to grow our own food and go back to that...

how much land would that require ? and how would the economics change if we all"grow" our own food? that's wishful thinking on a

childish level ... the population is too large for such a change and economic disaster would ensue if such a change started ... maybe
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childish level ... the population is too large for such a change and economic disaster would ensue if such a change started ... maybe

not the worse in some sense but as one commenter said , the US lost its mind when toilet paper was scarce ...

that is the level of survival instinct currently so , yeah , let's not go to farming models ... the storyline now written, we are just playing

our roles to the best of our faith and beliefs and only one is correct ...at this point most solutions will require some form of population

control or reduction ... we can't keep going at this rate and not expect impact to the planet, it's people , vegetation, animals etc ...but

tying sentences of one man to intent ... well, that's the majority of any speech/book made ..
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"Farming/gardening is hard work. Killing billions of people is the only answer." You make those assumptions without doing any

research. Factory farms are not a good model and that needs to change. But killing billions is the ONLY way. Or your preferred

way at least. You sound like a sociopath. None of you ever volunteer I notice.
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Orion, please research Organic Consumers Association for regenerative farming. Not only feasible, but the only way to save the

soil, land, water and air.
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i have looked into such farming practices/models and understand that they can work , however , and i guess my point was

somewhat misplaced , it's not the process that will fail ... it's the current human instinct ... i know it was somewhat jokingly said

in a previous comment , but the toilet paper shortage during c19 was a painful reuection of peoples expectations and or the

lack of comprehension of self sustenance... So yes , there are solutions but not willing participants , at least not until dire times

and then ? some subtraction will have taken place before eyes are open , then a slow change , more subtraction and eventually a

similar outcome as those being mentioned ...

I'm by no means even remotely close to being a proponent for such things , but the majority of the world is in a want and give

me now mode and whoever delivers that , wins... hard work ... they will pass and take the easy promise ... it's wishful thinking

otherwise , as only a handful contemplate hard work and self subtenancy , the rest are looking at the shiny things and being led

that way ...
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Humour is the sharpest weapon. Thank you for cutting your way to the heart of the matter, preferably Schwarb's. After we eliminate

these psychopathic clowns, have you given much thought to this elementary question... why is it that humanity continually gets rid of

tyrants, only to see more sprouting up like mushrooms after a spring rain. Are we doing something wrong with our social and political

organisation? I say, yes. There is a fundamental error in our thinking that, if we remedied this, would end corruption and tyranny

forever. Why do we not think of it? Because the globalists indoctrinated us decades ago.

People underestimate the enemy, they are not stupid, they are wealthy beyond belief and they commenced planning this in 1815. They

have sowed chicanes and pitfalls to ensure our defeat. We see these as our culture. To be admired and cherished. That is why they are

so sure of themselves.They know we are blind to the pathway out.  But I realised everything I believed was a lie, back in 1965.

However, I had no idea just how powerful were the manipulators. But by 2007, I had identiDed them and Gate's ambition to vaccinate

us to death. Yes, or course you are skeptical. Who would not be? I guess you will have to judge for yourself if I am right.

But just a hint, in the interests of credibility... for Dfty years I have lived within in a culture that has recorded wisdom for at least 24,000

years. That is an advantage that other thinks do not enjoy. Once you have read the book, which is free to you, this will open your eyes

to concepts that I can bet you will not be able to accommodate for weeks afterwards. It challenges almost everything we believe about

human behaviour. Please email me and I will send you the book in either docx or PDF. kindest regards Tony Ryan

tonyryan43@gmail.com
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Because evil sits on the throne, and it won't change until the saviour returns, so, in the meantime, we and the angels God has

helping us, will have to stand for what's right, Dght, put on the armour of God, and battle the evil.
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Yes Tony! I like to remind everyone to be careful for what you wish for. You might just get it! They wished Trump was gone. Look

what replaced him. If Putin was replaced today there are a dozen more waiting in line to replace him that are 10 times worse.
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I'm just going to throw this out there for thought because it has been on my mind for a while. What if there is an Alien

element/connection to all of these problems that don't really serve any purpose except to instill fear in everyone? Back in the day, you

were considered a nut-job if you said you had seen a UFO. I've not only seen UFO's , I have had several witnesses with me that all saw

the same thing. There was one local UFO that nearly 1/3rd of everyone in the county had encountered at least once and it was named

the "Woodson Lateral Light". It appeared as a giant red sphere and it would just appear out of nowhere.

Woodson lateral was an abandoned railroad tram that was paved and turned into a highway. It was 5 miles of perfectly straight/uat

highway with trees on both sides. Upon approaching the straight-away it (the red sphere) would suddenly appear out of nowhere. It

would grow in size to Dll the entire road. If you stopped and got out of your car it would vanish. One night we (Babe Ruth Baseball

team) were coming home from a baseball game. There were 12 of us in the van. Our coach was driving the van. He accelerated

towards the sphere and we were all screaming bloody murder.

We drove through the sphere and there was a moment there where you lost comprehension of space and time. We came out the other

side and the coach stopped the van, jumped out with his revolver, and started shooting at the sphere. It immediately vanished! Here’s

the strangest part. The game was over at 8pm. It was a 30-minute drive back home. It was after midnight when I walked through the

door. My father was up waiting and asked what the hell took so long?? I had no answer except “We Drove Through the Woodson

Lateral Light”.
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I bring this up because it is mainstream knowledge now that there are these strange/unexplainable UFO’s uying around

everywhere. The US Military has video recordings of them and they are allowing news outlets to report these sightings that

occur on a regular basis now. So we went from calling/labeling people schizophrenics for reporting UFO sightings and alien

abductions to reporting it on the news now. Fox News even does monthly segments on it now. It's usually someone like Tucker

Carlson who reports on it. He interviewed some people this week that had been abducted and no one is denying it!! They are

suffering from illnesses related to RADIATION POISONING (hair loss, vision loss, and other physical problems). There's actually

an investigation into this! It’s been my experience that when you see a huge shift in how a certain topic is covered it means

something big is about to happen. It means the "COVERUP" is about to be EXPOSED!
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I’m a nut-job. The Drst one I saw was so massive it reminds me of the ships portrayed in the movie Independence Day. The next

sighting was many; but more of the saucer type, 50 years later. So, I am a nut-job; but not to myself. If I could have contact, I’d

ask for a ride off this rock.
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That's a fascinating topic. I always questioned the secrecy and cover-ups on this topic. The whole area 51 story is mind

boggling. The original news release on that UFO crash site was changed the next day. I believe it was either the CIA or the FBI

that had the original report edited and discredited. The world may never know the truth. What countries, besides the USA, have

similar cover-ups? If you haven't watched it before, the TV documentary Ancient Aliens is entertaining. It ties these aliens in

with the Mayans and other cultures around the world. The most fascinating episode concerned the pyramids. It shows how all

the pyramids around the planet are perfectly positioned according to celestial bodies in the sky. It's way too far out there for

most people to get into, but it intrigues me. You have to watch it with an open mind.
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Yes Arlen, I have watched quite a few of those. The specials they do on the Pyramids are usually the ones that grab my attention

and keep me glued to my seat. I have not watched any of the 2021 and 2022 episodes. I have a lot of catching up to do. I do

have them recorded. The reason I stopped keeping up with them was because they were taking old episodes and updating them

with new information so I kind of lost interest. With that said, I think it was a 2019 episode that they had an updated version of

one of the pyramid specials you mentioned.

They still did the usual rerunning of footage from 2010-2014, but they added another layer of really good content. In that

timeframe from around 2012-2018 there has been a massive resurveying going where they were remapping the entire planet.

This new surveying technology combines Laser and Radar (LIDAR) with GPS satellite positioning!! This new technology can cut

through all the layers of water, trees, debris, buildings, and dirt. When they surveyed places like South America, they discovered

THOUSANDS of undiscovered pyramids and abandoned cultures.

I wish I knew the exact title and episode. I would purchase just that one! That was one of the last episodes I watched in full.

They are deDnitely onto something. The fact that a show that strange can be successful and last more than 12 years says

something. I think the series would have been canceled after its Drst season had it started in 1970 instead of 2010. I’m still

shocked every year when a new season is announced.
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Yes, jamNjim. I have believed all along this global "plandemic" agreement between all of the governments of the world, which

has never happened in the history of mankind, must have a stronger force behind it all. All of the people who have "drunk the

Kool-Aid" remind me of the movie "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" (circa 1956). Their minds have been taken over by aliens. I

read a book over 35 years ago written by a woman who had been abducted. During her time with the other civilization, she was

able to ask questions and one of them was what they found different about the human species. Their answer was that they did

not understand our emotion. From that time, I have noticed the technology moving forward that is doing away with emotion,

such as texting rather than face to face communications, or the inuux of AI. We are losing our humanity, led by potentially our

creators who wish for us, and are pushing us, to become more like them.
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jamNjim, I’m going to trust that you are truth-telling on this and not just a belated April Fool’s piece but, I’ve heard that the gov is

releasing some of the sitings - all the while they are using actual UFO’s retrieved from crash sites and are using the knowledge

to sort of build their own. I say ‘sort of’ because we lack some of the materials (and brains) to replicate them. But when the

manmade ones are sighted uying, the difference visually from the true UFO’s is that you can apparently see some of the nuts

and bolts on the bottom. I suspect that radiation problem may also be a product of the homemade version. But, the purpose

planned for these ‘space’ ships is to start having them publicly witnessed and creating fear in the public by who knows what

means - laser beam hits, , abductions etc.? Then, using our fear, the good gov can ‘protect’ us from these nasty alien invasions.

I’m on the edge of my seat for the next chapter!
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"...using the knowledge to sort of build their own." Yes, wendyb., it's called reverse engineering. The government always needs

some major fear factor in order to take power from the people. Ronald Reagan in a 1987 speech to the UN said: "In our

obsession with antagonisms of the moment, we often forget how much unites all the members of humanity. Perhaps we need

some outside, universal threat to make us recognize this common bond. I occasionally think how quickly our differences

worldwide would vanish if we were facing an alien threat from outside this world." Some interesting people to read up on is Gary

McKinnon, a Scottish man with Asperger's syndrome who committed the biggest hack of the military and NASA computers no

one heard about.

He was looking for information they had about aliens (found unscrubbed NASA pictures of crafts and lists of ojcer names

assigned in space) and was also looking to see if the military had "free energy" available because he felt bad for the elderly

being cold and not being able to afford heat. He got caught downloading a cigar shaped picture and the US attempted to

extradite him for 10 years. I would have really enjoyed watching him on CSPAN testifying publicly to what he witnessed on those

computers.

Also there is Phil Schneider who was a contractor for the underground base in Dulce where the aliens and US military have been

collaborating and working together on technology. He was found dead after he disclosed this information. One must wonder

how humans have made such enormous gains in a matter of a few years between WWII and now after thousands of years still

maintaining the wheel as the major discovery of mankind. Me thinks we had a little help from our "friends".
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Malone is suing the NYT for defamation. As Malone says, " A line has been crossed." I don't know for how much, but I hope it's at least

$100,000,000!  This is exactly what needs to happen. You should sue them too, doc! It's about time we stood up to these thugs.  

🤔

Hmm...maybe Putin should sue Biden for hypocrisy.
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There should be more than enough people for a class action defamation suit against NYT I would think.
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He might just be strong enough to do that.
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Get the blaze . Get Glenn becks great reset book, Start a group on how to help each other. Maybe some is a mechanic , someone hunts

.. This is a time to move too. Move around people with common interests. If you can’t move build a group of people. Ask people to join

and what they can contribute.. God bless all of you freedom loving Dghters. Thank you Dr Mercola... Long ago you told my mom if Y2K

happened her family was invited to your house. You gave her your address.. Thank God nothing happened but I thank you for the

offer..Get your money out of big banks ! Support the blaze so you know the truth!
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Join Make Americans Free Again!!  Pam Popper had started this group and it has started a Dre in Ohio.

 makeamericansfreeagain.com
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I hear a bunch of Canadians are protesting outside a Bill Gates presentation. Go Canukes! If Crazy Billy has the giblets to give a

speech here in the States we need to give him more of the same. This draws attention to what's happening and why we should

beware anything attached to Gates.
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Called preppers! Most rural areas have been doing this for some time. People laughed at us. we grow our own food, can it,
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Called preppers! Most rural areas have been doing this for some time. People laughed at us. we grow our own food, can it,

forage and have stockpiles of medicines. do not rely on drs and hospitals.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tis true ghDnn it is they who know they can do whatever they wish because they know there is nothing stopping them. In fact, they are

getting even more brazen in telegraphing exactly what they will be implementing and just do it and wink at you while doing so...
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Nclark1
Joined On 1/18/2018 1:16:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNJim, what you described (water vapor trails from jets at high altitudes) are CONTRAILS. CHEMTRAILS are chemicals released

from prop planes uying at low altitudes. They often form criss-cross patterns in the sky, and the stuff they're spewing out creates dirty

clouds that inDltrate the atmosphere that we breathe. I have seen one of the planes at work.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coming Collapse Q & A, April 7, 2022 ( Geoengineering Watch ) www.youtube.com/watch
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to Greenland last year. 1,000 years ago they grew crops, had livestock, then the climate changed... it got colder and

colder, the people left and moved to Europe or Canada. Now,, it is a giant granite rock - all the plumbing is above ground, as

there is no ground, no dirt, they cannot even bury their dead, no weeds... my point? The climate has always changed, always will,

as the Earth is not round, it is semi oval. Your video is certain death to us all. We cannot change God's master plan... he wants

the climate to always change, then the crop land can rest and recharge and our cities can have a break because we will move,

like the Greenlanders did. Funny, climate activists like you always say with alarm "Greenland's ice sheet is melting!".

Greenlanders would answer "if it didn't we wouldn't have any water to drink, it's always melted, that is why we moved back"...

when the climate started to warm again.
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Ginger1412
Joined On 4/2/2022 4:27:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The compliant riffraff crossing our southern border from all over the world has to be stopped! For the executive branch to disregard

the law is treason period. If allowed much longer, we will no longer have a constitution period.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It sounds lke the border may suffer more in the next months with something about a #42 Damn, it was important & I forget! If

someone remembers, please Dll in. It sounded awful.
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Timmeh
Joined On 4/18/2020 7:47:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@mni3972 - your post brought to mind the often said: “If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail!” (or all the other variants!) Seems to

me that most on this site have direct (and unfortunately for some 'personal') evidence over the last 2yrs of the nefarious machinations

of ALL the scumbags written about over and over on the net and herein. Ok I admit it, yep.... trully sad times BUT I just do not have a

clue HOW to implement mental/physical plans. I admit that at times, I've got totally down regards the daily news letters. Ya know?

Information overload or what? Reader posts are massively inspiring and lead me to actually THINK ...lol. So ok, I have no plan beyond

keeping the body healthy and potentially the mind also - but is not always easy ;) I enclose love and light to all - you are so helping to

me and for sure many others also! (^_^)
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He may be the most "dangerous" person in the world but he is NO MATCH for our Creator, Jehovah God.
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BulgarianRose
Joined On 3/17/2011 7:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the best articles on this subject I've read. Everyone around the world needs to read it. Share widely! There's one weird error,

though: the President of France is Emmanuel Macron, not Francis Macron. (Some others in the alternative media have been using

Francis erroneously too.)
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe they are using or trying to use “Frances’ Macron”, poor grammar skill’s.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be prepared to be be called a complete moron should you decide to relate this information to others including your own family

members. These are the scum who control the Biden administration and much more.  Many realize this is why the Covid was

unleashed.  Things are going to become much worse in the days ahead. Will Christ intervene?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Christ WILL intervene. That is a guarantee. Unfortunately, things may have to get MUCH worse before HE returns. Could be 5

minutes. Could be 50 years.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, He will at the appointed time. Cannot wait and pray for the rapture of the faithful true Church every day. Most in this site

sadly have no clue. The “alien” interactions mentioned above are actually the great deception by the satanic beast system and

fallen ones. The beast is waiting in the wings until the restrained is removed.
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MariaTG
Joined On 3/20/2015 3:16:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Francis Macron, president of France"  Whom do you mean, Pope Francis or Emmanuel Macron?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a list of WEF leaders' grads on the net. Mercola meant the pres of France.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT, I believe Maria was being facetious. And kudos. ;-)
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wwooten
Joined On 11/5/2010 5:38:32 PM
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I cannot believe that Dr Mercola thinks that WEF and Klaus Swab are running the world. The links below do not give a total consensus

but they certainly show that Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab are just front men. Also Dr Mercola has been falling for the WAR FEAR FACTOR.

There will be no nuclear war unless some limited low radiation localized warfare. There is no red button, if you are running the world

you will have hundreds of men in place as checks and balances, on both sides, Putin is just another pawn. Wall Street Funded the

Bolshevik Revolution - Professor Antony Sutton https://https://https://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdSPCWTbPeI?v=..  A

Eustace Mullins' Presentation -- Secrets of the Federal Reserve - Bing video

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=EUSTACE+MULLINS+FEDERAL+RESERVE&docid..  The Committee of 300 by Dr. John Coleman –

YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  Full Documentary The Money Masters www.youtube.com/watch  5 Symbols in Eyes Wide Shut -

Kubrick Exposes Illuminati! - Bing video www.bing.com/videos/search?q=stanley+kubrick+eyes+wide+shut+illuminati..  Dark Secrets

of the Rockefeller Family www.youtube.com/watch  G Edward Grijn on Cecil Rhodes and the New World Order.

An excerpt from 'Beyond Bravo-7' – YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  See how insidious things are. Edward Grijn is a

disinformation agent as he talks about Quigley and Rhodes and the one world order but he never mentions the Rothschild banking

cartel funding Cecil Rhodes. Edward Grijn plagiarized Eustace Mullins secrets of the Federal Reserve and said that the Federal

Reserve and the banking cartel was not behind the Kennedy assassination. Edward Grijn claims he was one of the Drst to expose

“chemtrails” but again he is a disinformation agent as he promotes global
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of this is the result of rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, actively subverting& corrupting the scriptures,&

returning to blind servitude& bondage under the crafts of men serving the false god& spirit of this world, playing God, serving the uesh

to bondage,denying& coarsening conscience, conviction:the soul& spirit fed& sustained by lies to corruption,destruction& death rather

than receiving truth to God's forgiveness& cleansing, his salvation,bringing peace w/ God& truth, the hope of eternal life, a share in

Christ's inheritance in heaven& the new& eternal heavens& earth to come. 1&2Thess & Revelation KJB America was not blessed

because she was better,& she was blessed in spite of the elite minorities & craft seeking to subvert it.

It was due to biblical literacy, faith & Ddelity bringing God's blessing & the wisdom & discernment to avoid crafty & cunningly devised

fables, to seek & champion truth & true science, to diligently limit tyrannical power due to the knowledge & belief that the kingdom of

God is within you through reception of the good seed of the word by a receptive heart, sharing that word: warning Law & saving Grace,

the word of God as the major export.  The globalist occulted powers of the nicolaitans, the disobedient & proud builders who've

rejected the chief cornerstone, rejecting God's sorting by the word & the Spirit, & the eternal kingdom by seeking the immediate & their

own, building their kingdom of heaven on earth, lording over their brothers, were shaken& limited by that,&schemed.

But there's nothing new under the sun. They moved from direct confrontation to uattery, seduction, stealth, deceit,& gradual theft:

craft. To the doctrine of Balaam, the earliest faithless hireling seeking, & teaching others how to, circumvent the truth, pretending to

receive& honor it,serving his uesh, his immediate& felt needs for wealth. He appeared to 'win',but that win was brief. That was a

foreshadowing of what's coming.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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FYI - consider the information given in these videos regarding a "cosmic event" in 2030 -

www.brighteon.com/.../guardiansofthelookingglass   Referenced information in videos: CERN - Gateway to Hell - Scientist and

Elite Try to Hide What Really Happened at CERN, Demonic Entities, Extra Dimensions (dated 6 Mar 2022)

amg-news.com/.../7020  https://raindropdao.org/ dr-winston-wus-journey-from-a-secret-chinese-lab-to-quantum-pioneer/

 https://raindropdao.org/
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fundamentalassumptions
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I only trust the looking glass of the word of God, the King James Bible, which gives me an accurate& honest view w/o uattery or

inconsistencies: which I cannot say for the 'Bibles' based on the Romish& UBS-preferred texts, which are actually of much later&

suspect origin than those underlying the Authorized English tho promoted as 'oldest'& 'bestest': but not perfect, since proud&

ambitious men of craft who've not received exchanged citizenship,& whose hope is solely here,& corrupt, could neither draw

men to their bloody earthly kingdom-building projects, nor merchandise them if the word is received as written& forever settled.

I've noticed the most amazing thing over the past couple of decades as I researched inconsistencies in histories, both secular&

professing to be 'Christian' which were permitted to have a large presence online, commented in the supposedly open

'dialogues'& comment sections; as well as science blogs& history (which I discovered for myself were deceitful& suppressing

certain truths).

All the nicolaitans& Romanists were getting 'passes'& their histories were being white-washed of all their failings,

persecutions& errors to make good evil& evil good; to erase distinctives;& all the cults were merging back to Romish Babylon.

Meanwhile true Bible believers were taking a beating as being 'dangerous', 'fanatics', 'divissssssive', holding up progress, etc.

Faux Bible believers who have no sure authority by which men can test their claims,& who claim that only they can 'divine' what

was in the 'originals' are held up as straw men in their place, while being in truth no different from papist Rome& popery,or any

other idolatrous humanist& layered elite craft& power cult. When I looked closely at forensic history& the testimony of the

proponents of the cults of men: I found they had a common story jiving w/ the usurper& lying spirits,& not just any story, but 1

WAY too close to the actual Bible, tho cunningly reversed: looking glass, to be 'random'.
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Max, Most of those looking glass things can be traced back to some occult/covert craft of men,& beyond them to the devil, the

father of lies, as described by the unaltered& preserved King James. The 1 version all the proud love to hate& attack which was

also a mark of Christ's ministry which the proud& ambitious,& the leading scholars,scribes, Pharisees, Sadduccees & Herodians

rejected, tho truth & the word pointed to him as the Messiah, God the Saviour. He did not castigate the Pharisees for being

serious about the scriptures, but about adding their traditions& philosophies to it, & then interpreting it thru that grid; & for

hypocritically& dishonestly applying it to others while exempting themselves.

That's still an issue today. Lying spirits& cunning men today w/ their increased technology can predict, then fake many

things....using holograms, & programs of propaganda modeled after the old drama& theater craft of the old deceitful

priesthoods who denied& turned from truth: believing lies, & deceiving their own selves in many instances: the Bible calls them

the 'deceiving & being deceived'. Satan has a subtle& opposite interpretation,& potential explanation for everything in the Bible.

Uncompromised truth& faith anchored to evident, conscientious& scriptural truth...in harmony, is key to not being deceived.

One of the more recent twists has been our own covert agencies attacking& setting up believers, attacking& attempting to

change biblical eschatology...except, if you look at those things closely, the attacks prove to be false& to fall apart.

Furthermore,things like Blue Beam used as a demoralizing deception, &things like CERN& this 2030 thing, are crafts of men&

devils deceiving their own selves in the end: even if they 'succeed' to deceive: they lose...& we know that the coming judgment

of the nations, time of Jacob's trouble, involves spiritual warfare breaking out into the open,& then the false salvation comes &

is received of all the world 1st.
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Articles like this just prove what I’ve been saying for years. This is an attack on God, against those who have believed the lies of the

devil. All the way back in the garden he was promising “ye shall be as gods…” Listen to this wicked man’s statement: “For 4 billion

years, nothing fundamental changed. Science is replacing evolution by natural selection with evolution by intelligent design. Not the

intelligent design of some god above the clouds, but our intelligent design, and the intelligent design of our clouds — the IBM cloud,

the Microsoft cloud — these are the new driving forces of evolution.” God vs. Science? Maybe in his mind, but only a fool would align

himself against the Almighty.

The Bible says in Psalms 2: Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and

the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, and against his anointed, saying , Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away

their cords from us. He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them in
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his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the decree: the Lord hath

said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten thee. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the

uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession.

Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel. Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be

instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish

from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him. Psalm 2:1-12 People that trust God’s

Word and know it well, aren’t deceived by these wicked souls. They know creation isn’t billions of years old, and their trust is in God,

not Science.
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I want to touch on something I often mention. It has to do with wicked men like Kissinger. This article is saying that the CIA was

behind all of these men. How interesting that Bush used to head up the CIA as well. Where articles fall short is they know the

CIA is wicked, but they NEVER tell you who the CIA serves, and I will….the Vatican. I say this because the Bible says it in

Revelation 17. This global world order Kissinger and Schwab and trying to establish is known as “The Beast System” in the

Bible, and it’s citizens are forced to wear a mark in order to buy/sell. Perhaps you’ve heard of the term ‘Mark of the Beast’? Did

you know that the Bible points out that there is a Woman who rides/controls this beast? Revelation 17 reveals who she is.

I’ve come to the conclusion that the woman is Vatican City and her Jesuit Order. Too many details to list in these little comment

sections, but research what I’m saying, and you’ll discover the truth for yourself. The Jesuit Order rules this world from the

Vatican…she has spy agencies all over this FLAT EARTH. The United Nations is how she disguises her control of the Kings of

the Earth, and their uag is a Flat Earth Map sectioned off into 33 quadrants. That isn’t a coincidence. The Jesuit Order controls

many secret societies including Free Masonry. NASA is one of these Masonic organizations, and their goal is to get you to

believe a lie.

Something that contradicts what the Word of God says, forcing people to eventually pick a side. The reason the followers of

Jesus have always been persecuted is because they know the truth, and will not compromise. They can’t be bought! The time is

coming soon when the entire world will be forced to accept the Mark of the Beast and enter the Beast System, or be hunted

down like dogs and slaughtered for refusing to betray the Almighty. In Daniel Chapter 2, verse 43 it says: And whereas thou

sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men:
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Continued… The iron in this verse is nanotechnology, and “they” are mingling themselves with the seed of men (DNA) Who is

being referred to here? Do you know? Do you care? Did you know that these MRNA jabs all contain an ingredient that bears the

name of Lucifer? It’s called Luciferase. I’ve personally found proof on their own websites within their own documentation. This

isn’t a conspiracy.  Daniel chapter 2 gives us insight into the future and reveals what will be all the way up until the return of

Messiah. God has warned His people of what’s coming, and most people will skip over my comments because they think I’m

probably crazy.

The truth is, I have the balls to tell you the truth regardless of the consequences, because I fear God, not man.  I believe His

Word, I can see prophecy coming to pass, and I’m going to share that information with whoever will listen.  Satan has been

planning his attacks on humanity for thousands of years. It requires lies that build upon other lies. He’s been at it for

generations. If you know the Truth, all of the lies can easily be seen, and everything falls apart. It all starts with creation.

We either exist as the Bible tells us in Genesis as the center of all creation, surrounded by a Drmament that divides the waters

and with lights in the Drmament, or the Bible isn’t true at all, and rather Science and their spinning globe, outer space, galaxies

far far away is the truth.  Once you become familiar with God’s Word, the truth sets you free. Here is a video I’ve seen recently

that can help people see the truth for themselves.

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj5Ye6TrqlA&list=PLEzivhxtxgbuEmBL6YB8_k-h..
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That WEF "leader" is a mere puppet of far worse/more-powerful people/families, and was probably chosen because he is a

degenerate ***, so easier to control, e.g. the WTF fetish "clothing" picture at a beach. The "leader" of the WHO is also a

degenerate ***, e.g. the bar/club video clip, and was probably also chosen for the same reasons! Many senior politicians also

have nasty skeletons in their cupboards too, including paedophilia and child murder. The authorities are often riven with

corruption. There are apparently so many historical and scientiDc lies, planted and enforced by the 'elite' for centuries, that it

can be struggle to Dnd them them, get over the shock, and accept this, and that does include all organised religion, including the

Mithra poisoned bible and churches, so it may not matter if a source Aramaic bible is looked at.

Spirituality must be personal, as must all virtues, it even says so in the New Testament; group activities like organised religion

are just asking for corruption. Macro evolution does appear dubious to me now; some agency may well have designed many

creatures at macro level.

I'm not convinced about uat earth yet, but it does look like a lot of alleged space activities was faked, I do plan to look at the

alleged evidence of uat earth to see if it was misconception or real; if was real, that raised a huge can of worms! A lot of this

can be found on Telegram, because it seems censored far less than other platforms, and has curious information discovered

from many sources! Some of the books covering this information are a decade of more old, some quite recent, because the

Covid scam got people alarmed, bored, and more curious.
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Thank you Ray. 100 thumbs up as I can only hit the "like" button once.
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I’m also reminded of the Tower of Babel where the big smart wealthy guys thought they could reach heaven and become gods.

The almighty God, was in complete control and put an end to that . I often think of that when I read the great reset and all the

“powerful people” with their lofty plans as if they are gods. One day…they will Dnd out .  They can go so far and no farther than

God allows. We really are not Dghting against uesh and blood but principalities and powers.  I know Who wins this battle.
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They are murdering the unborn. California now has a bill in legislation which will allow women to end the lives of their newborns

in the Drst 7 days after birth. How can any doctor accept that?  This is horrible.
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all good until the whole uat earth thing ...i guess Magellan went of the edge ...
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Nope, Magellan sailed around the world inside the ice wall. All YOU are is "just another brick in the wall".
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that it might take hold of the ends of the earth, that the wicked might be shaken out of it? It is turned as clay to the seal; and

they stand as a garment. Job 38:13-14  If the earth has been pressed as clay to the seal, guess what happens around the edge?

Exactly…Ice wall indeed. If the liars ruling this fallen creation didn’t have anything to hide, they wouldn’t be preventing people

from exploring, yet they do! No matter though..like all lies, the truth will eventually be known and the Bible will once again prove

itself to be true.
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I  started reading Dr Mercola's articles many years ago for their alternative information and just as much for the comments which at

times rivaled the actual articles information ... however, of late , politics have crept in and the comments are just as off based ... sorry

but reading some/many of the views are just as far fetched as the "woke" or leftist liberals whose Dngers you point at as being idiotic...

Is history simply forgotten? have kings , emperors and such not always had a desire to control and expand their power ? how are these

any different? well... information is now easily acquired and discussed and distributed by the masses , so your agenda for example "

save the whatever cause " can now piggy back with climate change , racism , gender classiDcation etc and it gains traction and may

even get its own platform but to equate these individuals with world dominion is giving way too many people a large amount of credit

in foresight and intelligence.

If wealthy people donate to causes that are against certain views .. aka Gates .. then they are villains bent on population control ... or

something that seems like any causes agains certain views are seen as nefarious. Just the way left propaganda uows , so do the links

in the comments that vie for attention /readers ... bottom line? it's the uip side of same coin , it's just happening to our lives now and

we see shadows everywhere ....

the worse part of all this is , some truth in all lies/fables but the storyline are now Dlled with so much misinformation, self delusional

rants ... a la chem trails and mind control ...that the basic truth has been watered down so much that you all are serving a purpose ...

unbeknownst mostly... as the real agenda continues silently while the masses run , foaming at the mouth with the next alien landing

headline and that story is merged with Trumps return as the savior of the US? really?time is indeed short as we are like mist , only here

for a short while...
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Unfortunately, what you observe is exactly the result of us all having the truth obfuscated very deliberately before our very eyes.

When people lose trust they naturally attempt to join the dots and make sense of what they see. So a few wild and woolly

“theories” percolate too. Holding on to rational and critical thought is a huge challenge for all of us right now. The skeptics mind

has to be an open one - open to possibilities as well as questioning what is presented to us. So we get some “out there” ideas

too, only to be expected.
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Bill Gates IS a villain.
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Quote: "If wealthy people donate to causes that are against certain views .. aka Gates .. then they are villains bent on population

control." That's not a conspiracy theory. Gates has been recorded saying that the population has to be reduced. So that is not a

conspiracy theory. IT IS FACT! Here's one of several short videos of Gates doing a public speech where he suggest reducing the

population. He actually uses VACCINES and Population reduction in the SAME SENTENCE during a global warming conference!

You have to ask yourself what the hell does vaccines have to do with global warming?? If you use vaccines as a bioweapon to

reduce the population you effectively reduce CO2 emissions.

He even explains how much CO2 the average person emits and correlates that to population reduction and vaccines.

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=gates+on+reducing+population&docid=60..  Today's article concerning WEF, Klaus Schwab,

and the Great Reset is not some nut-job conspiracy theory made up by a bunch of Trumpsters. You can buy Schwab's book, "The

Great Reset" from AMAZON and read it yourself:

www.amazon.com/COVID-19-Great-Reset-Klaus-Schwab/dp/2940631123/ref=sr_..  For what it's worth, I'm with you on the

chemtrails.

I gave up trying to explain them to anyone. The puffy white streams that "trail" a jet is water vapor that freezes at 30,000 feet

when the air temp at that elevation is 30 below zero. One of the byproducts of burning fossil fuels is water vapor (H20). When

hot vapor hits cold air it condenses and freezes and appears like a white trail (aka:chemtrail).
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Someone who doesn’t believe in God is going to view the world in a similar manner. I have a close friend who feels the way you

do. He tries to Dgure out things logically, but doesn’t realize that the key needed to unlock the matrix is The Bible.  Claiming that

chem-trails is still a conspiracy is a little short sighted of you. I think the cat is outta the bag on that one. They don’t even try to

hide what they’re doing anymore.  The Bible says: For we wrestle not against uesh and blood, but against principalities, against

powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

Ephesians 6:12 - Principalities and Powers are types of Angelic beings. Fallen ones in this case. You don’t believe men are

smart enough or organized enough to pull off some master scheme, and part of your thinking is correct. The verse above

proves that we aren’t Dghting against uesh and blood though. There are angelic beings running the show, and they are indeed

smart enough and organized enough to be orchestrating everything.
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The geoengeering patents are many and describe what is used when the planes spray the trails and why, its there if anyone

want to research it.
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I am sceptical, I don't always believe what I read, in any book, i just take out of it what resonates with me. I don't always believe

what someone tells me, you know yourself when something doesn't ring true. I am grateful for Dr Mercola's daily articles, and

the truth he tries to bring to us, along with his advice on health. I also welcome so many differing opinions in the comments

here, some eye opening or informative or helpful and thought provoking, I have gained so much and always something more to

learn.
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It's tragic Dr. Mercola has needs to keep posts such as these behind an email sign up barrier. I'm unsure what that accomplishes or

how it protects him.
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Are you referring to his newsletter that we get in our email; you know, the newsletter that lets us read his articles for free for

only 48 hours? Or are you referring to where those articles can be accessed and read for a fee? These two access places

require a signup, one for free, and the other for a fee. I was hoping he would just allow both of them to be free, no charge, and I

was very disappointed when he put up his new paywall. I thought he would do what other authors have done, as a public service,

and make them available on a platform, such as https://Odysee.com  ! And maybe ask for donations, instead of a mandatory

fee.
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It is probable that when he was forced to remove his articles after 48 hours that he was not permitted to repost them free of

charge.
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AaronF Dr. Mercola has and is going through a lot for the work he does! For the information he brings to us whether 48 hours or

indeDnitely for free while most of us aren't being put through the lies and smears that he is. He deserves our support not our
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indeDnitely for free while most of us aren't being put through the lies and smears that he is. He deserves our support not our

criticism. ALSO I don't remember where the donations are going to but the money he makes on the articles are being donated. It

does take a lot of money to go up against everything that he has and is.
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I never gave it much thought. I don't know of any forum that you don't have to "sign in" to comment. Even the open blogs require

some sort of login like a Facebook or Twitter account that you use for a sign-in. It is what it is.
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DaveWave has deleted the comment.
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It's there. I read it. I saw the links. It's good that you posted it, although there have been similar posts on here awhile back.
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